
Welcome to our third Sustainability Report

1st April 2013 – 31st March 2016 (G4-28)

We are committed to our vision of a sustainable event industry, and we believe that
sharing best practice is an important part of making this vision a reality.

Our values include honesty and transparency, which is why in this report you’ll see that
there are still areas for improvement, both in terms of our impacts and also our
reporting. However, we believe that by sharing this information, we can inspire others
to do the same and take the first steps towards sustainability.

Why collect and report information? Well, what gets monitored and measured can then be identified

and improved, and implementing sustainability is all about continual improvement. 

Throughout this report we have aimed to simplify the language used to ensure that it is as accessible

as possible. For that reason we have made some modifications to the titles of the sections; the

numbering however remains unchanged from the GRI framework. We have provided information in

accordance with the criteria for a Core level report and we have not sought external assurance (G4-32,

G4-33).

As a small business we have also realised that it is more practical and relevant for us to report in a

three year cycle rather than every year. (G4-28)

Notes on terminology:

The GRI guidelines refer to “stakeholders” whereas in ISO 20121 they are called “interested parties”.

In this report, we use “interested parties” to mean the same as “stakeholders” and define this group as

anybody who can affect, or be affected by our organisation, its operations and its events. 

Sustainable Events Ltd GRI Report

http://reporting.sustainableeventsltd.com/


Whilst the main organisation name on the front of this report is Sustainable Events Ltd, it in fact

covers all of our operating companies including not-for-profit Positive Impact and Organise

This, which are also limited companies managed by MD, Fiona Pelham (G4-7). Organise This is our

sustainable event management business, but it is not currently a priority for us, and in the reporting

period there has been no activity within the company. Further explanations on the different activities

of the other two companies can be found on the next few pages. 

A word from MD Fiona Pelham

(G4-1, G4-13)

We exist to create a sustainable event industry.  

I'm so proud of what we have achieved since our previous report, and through Positive Impact in

particular we have communicated our sustainability progress via social media, campaigns,

presentations, newsletters and our website.

We're committed to sharing what we do with our stakeholders, but as a small business we often need

to balance budget requirements and staff availability in order to focus on our main objectives. For this

reason, along with some significant changes in the Global Reporting Initiative framework, we have

chosen to combine the last three years into one report (G4-28). This also aligns with our previous

reporting cycles of three year intervals and means that we aren't producing very similar reports year on

year. This way it's easier to track our progress. 

You may also notice that this looks a little different to our last sustainability report from 2013 (G4-

29) as we have now moved our content entirely online. This change makes it easier for us to produce

new reports for future years, and we plan to report annually from now on (G4-30). It also means that

we can bring you more of our content from directly within the report, such as our wonderful video

that we created to showcase the work that Positive Impact does. 

Positive Impact - What We Do

http://twitter.com/pievents
http://www.positiveimpactevents.com/
http://globalreporting.org/
http://reporting.sustainableeventsltd.com/s/Sustainable-Events-Ltd-GRI-Report-2013.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwkl6AZKnz0


We have not made any updates to previous reports (G4-22) but the launch of the new G4 reporting

guidelines means that how we report has now changed slightly and there may be some differences in

the headings and numbering used for the various categories within this report (G4-23). 

Over the last two years we have continued to build on the initiatives that we launched at the

Sustainable Events Summit in 2013. Following on from our vision for a sustainable event industry in

2020, we developed the Share a Positive Impact campaign to provide practical examples to support the

industry to achieve the vision.

This campaign, one of our biggest successes, also presented us with one of our main challenges. We

developed a platform to allow people to easily share examples of sustainability at events that inspired

them, but unfortunately the website was hacked and we were unable to easily restore it to full

functionality. Luckily, we have our company values of positivity and proactivity (G4-56) to guide us

and so we took this as an opportunity to relaunch the campaign with more of a focus on social media.

If you see anything that inspires you, use the #shareapositiveimpact hashtag to help others to create a

more sustainable event industry.

Campaigns have become much more of a focus for us over the last two years, and in addition to Share

a Positive Impact, we have been involved with several new sustainability initiatives. We're always

looking for innovative campaign ideas and work in a similar way to the lean startup model for new

initiatives, using our creativity and networks to quickly develop and promote ideas before reviewing

what has worked and making changes accordingly.  

#CSRShareDay took place on January 22nd 2015 and asked the industry to talk about their

sustainability challenges and successes via Twitter. There was a huge level of engagement with over

1800 tweets, and each hour of the day was curated by sustainability professionals from around the

world including myself and members of the Positive Impact team. This project was started by Andrew

Walker and in 2016 is moving in house to Positive Impact, who will continue to manage it. 

The Girls Creating campaign is an open project to share ideas for 7-9 year old girls to create the lives

that they want and make a difference, whilst #HonestGame invites people to have their say on what

would make sporting events more equal, transparent and corruption-free, starting with a focus on

football. 

Towards Low Carbon Events is a campaign from Positive Impact that aims to address the challenge of

carbon caused by events. Launched in 2015 with a group of sustainability leaders from around the

world, the first step in the campaign is to communicate the event sector’s commitment to making a

significant step forward in this area in light of the outcome of the UNFCCC COP21 Climate Change

conference in Paris, held in December 2015.

In 2016 we will also be launching a campaign around creating a world that works for everyone, called

"Imagine If". 

https://www.globalreporting.org/standards/g4/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.sustainableeventssummit.com/
http://shareapositiveimpact.com/
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23shareapositiveimpact&src=typd
http://theleanstartup.com/
https://twitter.com/csrshareday
https://storify.com/tech2meet/my-go-to-tweets-from-csrshareday
http://www.girlscreating.com/
http://www.honestgame.org/
http://towardslowcarbonevents.com/


Collaboration is one of our company values (G4-56) and we have partnered with a number of

organisations to create sustainability education. With AISTS, we created the Sport Sustainability e-

learning product, an online course designed specifically for sporting events who want to learn how to

become more sustainable. We have continued our partnership with EIBTM to provide a sustainability

hub at their 2013 and 2014 shows, with education and advice for attendees plus panel sessions and

recognition for sustainable stands. In 2015, we launched the Sustainable Event Practitioner Certificate

with MPI and we have also provided education to SITE and UFI.

We have also been developing our EventSustainability tool and will be relaunching it later in 2016.

We've taken feedback from our users to create a more streamlined, mobile friendly and easy to use way

to gather and report on sustainability within events and event industry organisations, with support for

ISO 20121 and the GRI reporting framework that we are using for this report.  

Sustainable Events Ltd, Positive Impact, and Organise This all operate to ISO 20121 (G4-15) and in

a change from our previous report we are no longer third party certified. We took this decision as the

ISO 20121 framework is a fantastic way for organisations to work in a way that embeds sustainability

at every step, and many industry organisations are not aware that there are alternatives to third party

certification (and the associated costs). 

We have therefore worked on identifying what first party certification can look like in order to share

our experiences with the rest of the industry. We are very clear on how we can continue to

demonstrate our compliance with ISO 20121 through our sustainability policy, this report and our

regular stakeholder engagement. Our innovative approach to capturing our ways of working also mean

that implementing ISO 20121 isn't just an exercise in documentation and box ticking. We're also

looking at ways of providing second party certification through collaboration with industry partners. 

By working to ISO 20121 we have identified a number of risks and opportunities for the business, in

particular the ability to deliver support and education internationally through Sustainable Events Ltd

and Positive Impact whilst keeping a core team and our operations at our Manchester offices (G4-6,

G4-9). 

“
We’re like a pebble... we’re small but we have a big ripple.

— Lorie McManus, Account Manager, Sustainable Events Ltd

We are therefore growing our reach and influence through developing global partnerships and last year

we worked with a team in Japan who have become the Japanese Secretariat who are translating Positive

Impact materials into Japanese and building the community over there. The Positive Impact website is

now also available in Japanese and we hope to offer content in other languages and build relationships

with other countries in the coming years (G4-2). 

Our Associates programme is also now up and running to help event industry and sustainability

professionals to create a flexible way of working for themselves through delivering Sustainable Events

http://www.aists.org/
http://www.sport-sustainability.com/
http://www.ibtmworld.com/
https://storify.com/PositiveImpact/sustainability-at-eibtm-2014
http://www.mpiweb.org/ProfessionalDevelopment/spc
http://www.siteglobal.com/
http://www.ufi.org/
http://www.eventsustainability.com/
http://www.positiveimpactevents.com/
http://positiveimpactevents.com/pages/associates


Ltd consultancy and Positive Impact education. We currently have over 20 Associates all over the

world and we have developed a fantastic training scheme to support the development of even more

people who want to make a difference (G4-10). 

We have also recognised that the industry really values the work that we do and many people are

especially keen to spread the word about Positive Impact. Our Ambassadors scheme makes it easy to

champion the creation of a sustainable event industry, and we currently have over 50 registered

Ambassadors (as well as many more informal champions who share their love via social media and

their own networks). In the coming months we will also be working with the IMEX Future Leaders

Forum to empower more people to become Ambassadors. 

Within our core team there have also been some changes to our ways of working. We pride ourselves

on providing our members of staff with training and support to empower them to create the lives that

they want. However the inevitable consequence of this is that some team members are so inspired that

they leave to set up their own businesses including creating websites for small businesses and setting

up a floristry service!

“
I learned so much about running a small business from Fiona and the

team, and will be eternally grateful to them for the support and

encouragement that they provided. There’s no way could have set up my

own business without them!

— Katy Carlisle, Founder of The Wheel Exists

We have recreated our internal structure to incorporate a Partnerships Manager, Content Co-

ordinator, Marketing Manager as well as COO and CEO roles. 

In order to provide more continuity to the business operations, we have therefore decided to

outsource a number of roles to specialist companies. Even with this we have taken a less traditional

approach than many organisations, and our relationships with them take much more of a partnership

role. A team member from each outsourced company attends our Strategy Days (which are now held

quarterly) and they are all passionate about the work that we do.  

We've streamlined our processes too so we have a clear structure every month around gathering

content and creating new products. This has meant that we can take on a number of interns to

provide them with experience of working in a dynamic and innovative small business. Our interns are

given their own projects and the opportunity to take ownership of a particular area of the business, so

they finish their placements with a real sense of achievement. Within the core team we are also aiming

to maintain our salaries for five days per week, whilst actually only working three days per week, so

that we have a truly flexible approach that allows for a real work-life balance.  

http://positiveimpactevents.com/pages/ambassadors
http://www.mpiweb.org/Community/Students/Programs/FutureLeadersForum
http://www.thewheelexists.com/
http://www.charliesflowerboutique.co.uk/


“
During my work experience, I was given real responsibility and it was a

great insight into how a dynamic small business works.

— Zoe Downs, Work Experience Student

We're really proud of how we work and one of our goals for the future is to start sharing more about

how we run our business in a way that creates a global example of the ways in which people can create

the careers that they want, not getting stuck in traditional business rules. 

Our non-conventional approach can also cause some challenges (G4-27) and this has identified the

need for us to improve how we communicate about what we do (and why) as well as the importance

of sustainability. For example, some clients have been concerned about changes to who is delivering

their sustainability support or about third party certification challenges. A few clients this year have

stopped their ISO 20121 workshops as they didn't want to "repeat" the work, so one of our

challenges is communicating that a culture change doesn't take just a year, and that sustainability is

about continual improvement. We have also updated our workshop materials (and will be doing this

annually) so that clients can review the relevant content but in a way that is less repetitive for them. 

Engaging with stakeholders at events (G4-26) has also identified that not enough people are asking

about sustainability and one of our ongoing challenges is communicating sustainability to the event

industry, and them taking action that makes a difference. This is something that we plan to address

via our campaigns and by working in partnerships to target specific areas of the industry in order to

increase awareness around the value of sustainability in events. 

However, it's not all doom and gloom, and in the past two years we have seen significant progress in

this area. The New Normal Report was published and provided recommendations to Government and

the event industry to work together to position the UK as a leader on sustainable events practice,

making it a destination of choice for events and boosting the economy. The Sustainable Events

Summit continues to bring together industry leaders who are passionate about making a difference and

we are proud to be the education partners for this event.  

For me, there have also been a few more highlights during this reporting period. It was wonderful to

see sustainability in action at the Glasgow Commonwealth Games and be able to share their

experience of implementing sustainability through the videos that we created. I also spoke about ISO

20121 at the UFI Sustainable Development Focus Meeting in Hong Kong and the World Meetings

forum in Mexico which demonstrates the global move towards sustainability as a key topic within the

event industry.  

Giving back has always been an important part of what we do within the business and in addition to

volunteering staff time to deliver talks around sustainability, we have worked with Manchester charity

The Wood Street Mission to donate Christmas gifts for local families as well as client gifts that

support Oxfam. 

http://www.hbaa.org.uk/content/event-experts-call-uk-government-lead-sustainability
http://www.sustainableeventssummit.com/
http://positiveimpactevents.com/pages/glasgow-commonwealth-games-2014
http://hk2015.ufi.evenium.com/pro/fiche/quest.jsp;jsessionid=uiG8vEkEjaM4TvIdG0RkqYaV.gl3?surveyName=Default&locale=1&pg=programmesd
http://www.wmforum.org/the-forum
http://www.woodstreetmission.org.uk/


Finally, I have had my own personal achievements in these past three years. I was awarded the

Honourary Doctorate in Business Administration from Leeds Beckett University, and it is fantastic to

have this recognition from a world leading Centre for Events Management.

My work (and of course that of the wider team behind me) has been recognised internationally and I

was featured in the 25 Most Influential People in the Meetings Industry for 2015 and the Top 25

Women in the Meetings Industry. 

In 2015, I was elected to be the Chair of MPI, an association with over 17,000 members and over 60

chapters around the world. I was especially proud to be the first ever British Chair! 

In the coming years, I'm looking forward to a continuing shift towards a more sustainable way of

working in the event industry and beyond. 

Fiona Pelham, Managing Director 
 

Positive Impact provides education through online learning, resources, face to face workshops and

presentations, including the Sustainable Events Summit. Full details of our available products can be

found on the Positive Impact website (G4-4).

Sustainable Events Ltd provides strategic consultancy support including support with the

implementation of ISO 20121 and support with sustainability reporting. We also have an online

monitoring, measuring and reporting tool, EventSustainability (G4-4).

Our audience is a varied mixture of event industry organisations across the world who recognise the

benefits of sustainability, and through Positive Impact we are able to provide education for all

organisation sizes and budgets. (G4-8)

Our company values are honesty, integrity, proactivity, positivity, collaboration, transparency and

leadership. We use these values on a daily basis to inform the decisions that we make as well as during

regular strategy days and planning sessions (G4-56)

Key Impacts, Issues, Risks and Opportunities 

(G4-2, G4-19, G4-27)

As part of our ISO 20121 management system we identify our key issues, risks and
opportunities. We then create objectives and targets from this process.

http://www.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/research/research-areas/research-areas/events-management/
http://www.successfulmeetings.com/Strategy/Case-Studies/The-25-Most-Influential-People-in-the-Meetings-Industry-for-2015/
http://www.meetings-conventions.com/News/Features/M-C-s-Top-25-Women-in-the-Meetings-Industry/?p=2
http://www.mpiweb.org/
http://www.positiveimpactevents.com/
http://www.sustainableeventsltd.com/
http://www.eventsustainability.com/


Impacts and Issues

In order to decide the content for this report, we have considered the following factors:

Issues identified through ISO 20121 (both in relation to our day to day operations and our

events)

The content from our previous report, in order for readers to compare progress since 2013 

What our stakeholders have asked us to report on 

The GRI Event Organizers Sector guidelines

How we can provide leadership and best practice by demonstrating to the industry how to

report using the GRI framework

The table shows the categories that we consider to be key areas of impact and relevant for inclusion

for this report. Within each area we have reported all relevant data other than when a) information

was not available or b) due to client or our own privacy requirements we are unable to disclose specific

information (G4-19).

For our ISO 20121 management system we narrowed down these areas of impact to focus on three

specific topics: 

Economic Performance

In order to achieve our goal of a sustainable event industry we need to provide the best possible

support and guidance. This requires resources in the form of staff and partners, overheads such as

office space and travel plus funds to cover development of our websites and campaigns. 

Training and Education

We want our training and education to have a global reach, which means that we also need to have an

international community that is engaged and active around sustainability.

Legacy

There is a great opportunity for us to leave a lasting impact as a result of our work and we want to use

our leadership to innovate and go beyond traditional approaches to business and sustainability in the

event industry.

Key Areas of Impact (G4-19)

Energy

Waste

Water



Environmental Impacts

Transport

Supplier Credentials (environmental and social)

Customer and Attendee Health and Safety

Local Communities

Anti-Corruption

Employment

Staff Management

Training and Education

Diversity and Equal Opportunities

Non-discrimination

Economic Performance

Procurement

Legacy

Inclusivity

Food and Beverage

Risks and Opportunities

We use our ISO 20121 management system to review risks and opportunities with contributions from

the whole team and taking into account feedback from our stakeholders. In the reporting period, the

following key risks and opportunities were identified using a SWOT and PESTLE analysis.

Key Risks

Being ahead of our time

Lack of understanding around the importance of sustainability



Financial risks as we need to generate income to carry out our work and cover our overheads

Staff turnover due to new ventures

Spending too long on documentation

No longer being 3rd party certified to ISO 20121

Key Opportunities

Making the event industry more sustainable

Creating a global community of people passionate about our work

Developing more online materials and training that are available 24/7 on our website

Exciting partnerships

Creating more streamlined processes

Showing how 1st party certification can work

Our Stakeholders

(G4-24)



We identify our stakeholders (also known as "interested parties") and how to engage with them as part

of our ISO 20121 management system. A dedicated review of interested parties takes place at least

annually, with contributions from the whole team on a strategy day. Any significant changes to our

interested parties are highlighted in our regular management reviews.

We strongly believe that empowering a community of event industry professionals is a key part of

achieving our vision for a sustainable event industry and we are therefore passionate about our

communications with these and other interested parties.

Here are just some of the ways that we engage with our stakeholders: 

“
We have regularly updated features on the Positive Impact website

homepage which feature best practice and ideas for implementing

sustainability

“
We provide education at the Sustainable Events Summit, which is a

fantastic opportunity to bring together the industry professionals who are

passionate about sustainability, or just want to find out more



“
This report allows us to update stakeholders with our sustainability

progress

“
Positive Impact sends out a monthly newsletter highlighting new industry

trends, events and initiatives

“
Positive Impact has an advisory group made up of industry experts such as

WRAP and DEFRA who can advise on a range of issues

“
Sustainable Events Ltd has a number of scheduled client touch-point

events such as the Sustainable Events Summit

“
Through our @pievents Twitter account, we conduct regular polls in

order to engage with our stakeholders via social media

“
All of our events have feedback questionnaires which allow us to consider

and implement improvements to future events



“
We provide an online forum for our Associates where we share regular

updates and training including recordings of monthly calls

Business Objectives and Targets

(G4-2)

Our objectives are created in line with the requirements for our ISO 20121 management system and

provide a framework for where we are going, based on the issues, risks and opportunities that we have

identified.

Objective 1

Income Generation

Objective 2

Community Growth

Objective 3

Innovative Leadership

Along with our business values, our objectives shape our targets and the strategic direction of the

company so over the last two years we have streamlined them to be as clear as possible. We review

these at the start of each strategy day and the targets that relate to each objective are clearly set out in

the reporting document that team members complete monthly.

“
Our “my two things” daily message on WhatsApp is a chance for the

team to celebrate their successes by sharing two actions they have taken



to move the business closer to its objectives.

— Fiona Pelham, Managing Director

In the next 12 months we plan to focus much more on developing online products and resources to

allow us to generate income for Positive Impact. As a not-for-profit, any money that comes in is put

directly back into providing more support to the event industry. Income generation also relates to the

Associate programme, which allows people to earn income for themselves whilst raising the profile of

Positive Impact and delivering work for Sustainable Events Ltd.  

Through our campaigns and Ambassadors we aim to significantly increase the size of the Positive

Impact community so that individuals and organisations can learn, share best practice, and work

together to achieve our ultimate goal of a sustainable event industry. 

We are also committed to providing leadership around sustainability and to do this we will often

innovate to try new approaches. Not all of these have worked in the past and we're sure that we will

encounter some more failures in the future, but we see these as lessons that we can learn from!

Maturity Matrix

(G4-56)

We use a maturity matrix as a visual representation of the journey we are taking to
meet our objectives, and we review this on strategy days throughout the year.

Our values support our decision making processes, including those decisions taken relating to our

sustainability performance. The key sustainable development principles of stewardship, integrity,

transparency and leadership, which we uphold as part of our ISO 20121 management system, are

embedded into our values.

The tables below are a snapshot of our progress as of March 2016. We have removed any information

which we consider to be confidential (for example relating to clients). When the maturity matrix was

first developed, the targets were goals to work towards; they have now been successfully achieved and

we will therefore be setting new targets at our next Strategy Day in May 2016.  

Sustainable Development Principle: Integrity

Feedback from 100% of clients on the approach taken by the team which represents company vision and
values. Team have portfolio careers which allow them to work on everything they are passionate about.

Business processes and systems which work first time and are the optimal use of time and energy.



Ability to provide materials and process to others so they can deliver and we can employ hundreds of
people to deliver on something they are passionate about and create real change in the world. A business

infrastructure which supports staff around the world with portfolio careers.

Company is recognised with awards and international profile concerning our commitment to create a
sustainable event industry. Global partnerships created with transparent structures and fair benefits for all.

Sustainable Development Principle: Leadership

Launch of Positive Impact advisory group. Launch of Positive Impact Scotland, Wales, England group.
Innovate Sustainable Events Ltd product for stage 2. Deliver education with CIWM, IEMA, Leeds Met

etc. Launch of AISTS education product Positive Impact collaboration with GMIC/SEA confirmed.

Positive Impact recognised as the international provider for sustainability education in the event industry
and legacy host for London 2012 content. Business infrastructure supports an army of

volunteers/deliverers. Staff spend 40% of their time innovating. International delivery of Sustainable
Events stage 1 workshops.

Evidence of campaigns which make a difference in the level of sustainability in the event industry. High
level partnerships and the world's largest sustainable event community. Business or staff are profiled on

their innovation to a global audience.

Product Responsibility

Our approach to product responsibility is to provide information about the
sustainability of our events, products and services in order to raise awareness and share
best practice. 

We communicate our sustainability policy, objectives and goals with all of our interested parties, and

our own events are delivered in compliance with ISO 20121. All staff receive training on sustainable

procurement for our office operations and our events. In the coming year we hope to collaborate with

more of the event industry supply chain to increase engagement around sustainability and ISO 20121. 

A key part of raising awareness is by providing information through labelling, signage, marketing and

communication, and we therefore often choose products or services which have a recognised

certification such as the Fairtrade or Soil Association marks. This allows us to easily convey to our

sustainable sourcing to interested parties. However, we do believe that having a “stamp” is not a

guaranteed path to sustainability and therefore we will consider all sustainability credentials as part of

our procurement.  

The Sustainable Events Summit was a great opportunity for us to showcase sustainability in action, as

there was a wealth of information and clear signage about the venue and its sustainability initiatives,

including the catering and the sourcing of sustainable ingredients. 



Product responsibility for an event extends beyond catering and delegate bags, and by operating in

compliance with ISO 20121, we monitor all legal and other applicable requirements for events. One of

our core sustainable development principles is to act with transparency to all our interested parties.

We uphold this within all of our operations and work in accordance with the UK Data Protection Act.

PR6 Voluntary codes or standards for marketing and communications 

We operate to the event sustainability management system ISO 20121, and as part of this we regularly

review our communications with interested parties and provide opportunities for feedback. All of our

newsletters have a “Safe Unsubscribe” option for anybody wishing to opt out.

Society

Our approach to society is to maximise the positive impacts that we can have on local
communities and the wider society, and to reduce any negative effects that occur as a
result of our operations and events.

Through our sustainability reporting and business values, we are demonstrating our commitment to a

transparent approach and ethical business conduct, and we encourage any feedback in relation to

wrong-doing or objections.

We do not have any direct involvement with public policy and we focus on collaboration rather than

competition.  

Our wider social program includes involvement in community projects, such as our nominated

charity, Wood Street Mission, who provide support to women and children in need. We have raised

money through running a 10K race and provided donations of gifts and food for Christmas and

Easter. Two members of staff regularly donate their time to FC United in Manchester on match days

and another staff member led a volunteer campaign to promote cycling in Greater Manchester as part

of the local Friends of the Earth group. (SO1)

All staff are provided with our policies relating to society and inclusion within their induction

training, including those relating to bribery and corruption and protection of confidential

information. (SO3) During the reporting period there were no incidents of corruption. (SO4) As we

work within the requirements of our ISO 20121 management system, we always consider community

engagement, accessibility and inclusivity (as well as considering the associated risks, opportunities,

legal and other requirements). For the Sustainable Events Summit, for example, we ensured that the

online registration form captured any accessibility requirements, and we offered free tickets to

students who would otherwise not have been able to participate in the event. 

None of our operations or events during this reporting period have been deemed to have significant

impact on their surrounding community. For the Sustainable Events Summit, issues that could have

potentially affected local communities include litter, noise, congestion and pollution. However, due to



the venue’s location and catering being served with reusable crockery (thereby reducing waste) none of

these issues were considered to be significant. (SO9)

We will always consider the local community when planning future events and will strive to effectively

communicate, engage and measure our impact on them.

 

Human Rights

Our approach to human rights is to ensure that all paid employees and volunteers
receive training in relation to discrimination. 

We engage with interested parties, and in particular our supply chain, about sustainability issues

including discrimination and human rights, and in the reporting period we have not received any

information that has caused us to believe that human rights (including those relating to investment,

procurement, child or forced labour, freedom of association, security practices, and indigenous rights)

have not been upheld.  Our goals are to increase awareness of human rights considerations through

our education, and engage with the event industry around the deeper issues of sustainability, beyond

the common perceptions that sustainability just relates to environmental impacts.

HR4 Incidents of discriminations and corrective actions

There have been no incidents of discrimination in the reporting period.

Economic

Our approach to economic performance and behaviour has always been to take a
transparent and honest approach with our clients, staff and partners.

Salaries and cashflow details are available to all employees, and staff are encouraged to take a proactive

and responsible approach to maintaining the financial sustainability of the business. Each day we share

successes and best practice with two ways that we have contributed to the growth of the company.

One of our business objectives continues to relate to income generation, and we are aiming to do this

in a sustainable way by creating a strong foundation of online resources and products via Positive

Impact, as well as expanding our Associate and Ambassador networks. We have also encouraged

members of staff and the wider team to take a proactive approach to generating business and earning

additional income for themselves, for example by creating "sales game". Bonus schemes for staff and



benefits are agreed collaboratively on our regular strategy days and we offer incentives such as working

from home to allow employees to reduce their own travel costs.

For any project, clients receive a clear breakdown of costs, time required and we declare any

commissions. We believe that by operating in this way, we build trust with our clients, which leads to

repeat business and therefore an economic benefit to our company. We are proud to generate our own

income and we have not received any grant funding or significant financial assistance from the

government. (G4-EC4)

G4-EC2 Financial risks and opportunities related to climate change

As part of our ISO 20121 management system we regularly review all risks and opportunities that

relate to our organisation, including those relating to climate change. 

We face similar risks to many businesses including increasing energy and travel costs, as well as

potential disruptions to events or access to the office due to incidents which may be linked to climate

change, for example flooding and extreme weather. We address some of these potential risks by having

flexible ways of working that mean employees can carry out their roles from multiple locations, and

our clear processes mean that if necessary another staff member can pick up on any actions required. 

However, we firmly believe that there are also opportunities related to climate change including

increased efficiency (and associated cost savings) and innovating to create new business opportunities

that address the issue of climate change and sustainability to the wider event industry.

Event Organizers Sector Supplement

Our approach to sustainability in the event industry is  to provide innovative
leadership and create a global community of  people passionate about the subject in
order to achieve our vision of a sustainable event industry.  

This section of the report uses the GRI Event Organizers Sector Disclosures which have been designed

specifically for events to report on data that is most relevant to them. For us, the biggest event of the

reporting period that we have been involved with is the Sustainable Events Summit, of which we are

founding partners and education providers. Due to a change in dates, only two Summits has taken

place since our last report. For the 2014 event we worked with Smyle, who used the

EventSustainability tool to gather measurements from suppliers and their own team to create a

sustainability report for the event. We have used data from this report to share measurements below,

along with any relevant information from our activities during the three year reporting period. 

G4-EO1 Financial impacts from sustainability initiatives

http://www.sustainableeventssummit.com/
http://www.smyle.co.uk/
http://www.eventsustainability.com/


As we work in compliance with ISO 20121 we are constantly monitoring, measuring and reviewing

our processes to identify potential cost savings or set up more efficient ways of working. By gathering

data on our energy use, we discovered that the floor area that the landlord had been using for our

office was incorrect, and that we were in fact occupying less space than he was charging. We also

found out that our electricity was connected to the next door tenant's meter. As a result, we now have

our own electricity meter and we pay lower rent and service charge. We have also been compensated by

the landlord for overcharging us since November 2011.

We also help clients to reduce their overheads through our Sustainable Events Ltd workshops, which

provide attendees with the skills to review their issues, risks and opportunities such as reducing waste

and therefore saving money. 

G4-EO2 Modes of travel and initiatives to encourage sustainable transport

Our travel policy includes no domestic flights and advocates the use of public transport within the

UK, other than when this is not feasible. Our website provides clear directions for walking and public

transport options for anybody visiting our offices. For the Sustainable Events Summit 2014, a central

London venue was chosen in order to provide easy access via bus, train, tube, bicycle or on foot. 

Travel to the event area

Number of people travelling to London using each method of transport

Plane

Train

Underground or light rail

Car (including car sharing)

On foot

Travel to the event venue

Underground or light rail

Bus

On foot



Number of attendees travelling to 30 Euston Square using each method of transport

G4-EO3 Impacts of attendee travel and initiatives to address these

For the Sustainable Events Summit 2014, one of the significant impacts, as with many events, are the

emissions from attendee travel. As part of our ISO 20121 management system we identify issues that

are important, but also those that we can control and influence. Whilst transport emissions are an

important issue, we recognise the value of bringing together leading international industry figures, face

to face, to share best practice and effect change. There was little event waste, and what was produced

was recycled and disposed of by the venue, meaning that it couldn't be littered around the local

area. Local crew worked on the event, to reduce travel. The chosen venue also has accommodation,

and there is accommodation nearby, for any crew that didn't live nearby or working late, to reduce

travel emissions.

One of the challenges that we face when gathering measurements at an event is ensuring that the

attendees provide the information that we need. At the 2014 Summit, there were a significant number

of attendees (83%) who did not share their travel methods, and as these details were being collected

by an external organisation we had less control over ensuring that the data was obtained. As a result,

do not have as comprehensive an account of the distances travelled and the total number of travel

methods used. One of our aims going forward will therefore be to focus more on educating partners,

suppliers and attendees in the importance of providing and recording the relevant sustainability data. 

Within Sustainable Events Ltd and Positive Impact, we have developed our Associates programme in

order to match clients with workshop deliverers based in their local area. This has already started to

reduce the amount of travel required and as we expand the scheme internationally we envisage that

this will continue to reduce potential travel relating to client ISO 20121 workshops.  Our other main

impact is Fiona's international travel and we have started to informally monitor this through monthly

reports that she provides. Our aim is that for future reports we will be able to share more specific data

and related carbon emissions. 



G4-EO4 Potential or actual objections from interested parties

As part of our ISO 20121 management system we regularly review issues that could affect interested

parties and take a proactive approach to address any potential concerns before they arise. We have not

had any large scale negative feedback or objections from interested parties prior to, during or after the

Sustainable Events Summit. Constructive feedback was received with suggestions for future events. 

G4-EO5 Initiatives for a socially inclusive event

For the Sustainable Events Summit 2014, questions were asked asked on the registration form to

ensure that any requirements (e.g. dietary requirements, accessibility) were met. Vegetarian food was

available.

Information was provided through numerous channels about early bird tickets and discounts to allow

low cost tickets to be purchased, and free tickets were given to student volunteers to allow them to

access education, networks and event content that they would otherwise have struggled to afford.

The impact of these initiatives is that all requirements were met and no attendees were excluded from

accessing and enjoying the event. The 6 volunteers, as the new generation of event professionals,  were

given free access to the event and therefore were able to learn about the importance of sustainability in

the events industry and gain key event management work experience.

G4-EO6 Initiatives for an accessible environment

The venue used for the Sustainable Events Summit in 2014 was 30 Euston Square, which has disabled

access to its meeting spaces and a hearing loop within the auditorium. The registration form was used

to identify any design actions required and none of the bookings highlighted access requirements,

therefore no additional action was taken.

EO7 Injuries, fatalities and notifiable incidents

During the reporting period there were no injuries, fatalities or notifiable incidents.

EO8 Food and beverage sourcing and labelling

100% of the food provided at the Sustainable Events Summit 2014 included sustainability

considerations. The water provided was from bottled water. There are plans in the near future to

change this to filtered tap water. Attendees at the event were not charged for food and drink.

A detailed menu was provided, and food was also labelled on the tables. Catering staff were also

available to provide information about the food and beverage options. Information was not provided

about systems to guarantee the health and safety of food and beverage.

EO9 Sustainable sourcing initiatives



Within our offices we use Fairtrade tea and coffee, and for our business operations we use businesses

which are either local or have a positive sustainability impact. We provide our sustainability policy to

all suppliers and it is accessible through links on our email footers as well as on our company websites.

As a small business ourselves, we're keen to support and work with other like-minded

organisations. For example, this report was created by The Wheel Exists, a local small business with a

passion for sustainability that was set up to support charities, non-profits and startups with easy to

use websites.  

For the catering at the Sustainable Events Summit 2014, all of the food was sourced with reference to

sustainability considerations and even the table displays were created from edible arrangements,

provided by Lettuce Flowers. All technical equipment for the Summit was owned by Smyle and is a

reusable resource that is stored in their warehouse and moved using their own 7.5T truck. There were

no materials onsite that can't be reused. Suppliers were preferred that were local and that practise

sustainability within their own business, such as Crewsaders.

EO10 Benefits from suppliers

We did not receive any benefits from suppliers during the reporting period.

EO11 Awareness raising, knowledge sharing and behaviour change

Through not-for-profit Positive Impact we share a vast array of knowledge and raise awareness of

sustainability in the event industry including free resources, case studies, online education and “how

to” guides. 

The venue for the Sustainable Events Summit 2014 was a restored Grade II listed building which has

preserved its heritage as well as being a space for meetings and student learning. All the content on the

day of the event was about sustainability within the events industry and making your events and

organisation more sustainable. The event website also holds available resources on sustainability for

community members.

There was information about the food sourcing on the catering stations and the event app, which also

had a tab explaining other key sustainable elements of the event and the venue. The badges stated their

sustainable source on the reverse. This report and any case studies made from the event will transfer

knowledge by teaching others about GRI reporting, and we also captured the event's activity on social

media using Storify.

Students who attended the event as volunteers were able to gain new knowledge and connections as

well as positive work experience in the events industry.

EO12 Best practice sharing and lessons learned

We believe that sharing best practice is an effective way to inspire others, and in addition to case

studies and resources on the Positive Impact website, we have shared best practice through

presentations, workshops and our Sustainable Events Hub at EIBTM. Our Positive Impact

http://www.thewheelexists.com/
http://www.lettuceflowers.co.uk/
http://www.crewsaders.com/sustainable-events-bs8901-iso20121/
https://storify.com/PositiveImpact/sustainable-events-summit-2014


Ambassador programme allows individuals passionate about sustainability to share the work that we

do and highlight the education available.

At the Sustainable Events Summit 2014, the pledge from the previous year's event was reviewed in the

opening plenary and due to less than 20 people signing up, the Share A Positive Impact campaign was

launched at the summit as an easier version to the pledge. The Positive Impact practical training

sessions gave attendees training on measurement, ISO 20121 and engagement.

Leading industry and sustainability figures, such as Innocent, shared their experiences. The sessions

also signposted to new new materials in the industry including case studies and the Bioregional

reports, which are a legacy from London 2012.

Through reporting on the event, Smyle have discovered more about the sustainable practices of their

suppliers and have been able to teach certain suppliers about the process of event reporting. They

already had a preferred supplier list which they are continuing to improve continuously. This event has

helped to highlight the importance of this established list.

A number of suppliers and partners also attended the event and therefore have also acquired new

knowledge and shared their challenges and successes.

EO13 Physical and technological legacies created

The Share a Positive Impact new website was launched at the 2014 Summit which was based on a new

online platform and web app for mobile phones. However, as we have already mentioned earlier in this

report, due to technological issues we have since moved the campaign onto Twitter and our existing

Positive Impact website.

Sustainability Policy

(G4-56)

At Sustainable Events Ltd, Positive Impact Events and Organise This, we understand that our business

processes can have positive and negative social, environmental and economic impacts. 

Our purpose is to catalyse and support the creation of a sustainable event industry so the

consideration of sustainability is core to our every business process.

We are committed to the following governing principles: leadership, stewardship, integrity and

inclusivity.

Our values are honesty, transparency, integrity, positivity, proactivity, leadership and collaboration. 

We will uphold these principles and values in all of our event operations and processes and we strive to

continually improve and develop, in order to leave a lasting, positive legacy.

http://www.shareapositiveimpact.com/


B A C K  T O  T O P

Our objectives are:

Income generation

Community growth

Innovative leadership

These objectives address the issues which we have identified as key to our business success including:

the challenge of speed of business growth, limited industry awareness for sustainability initiatives and

staff development. 

We are committed to demonstrating leadership, constantly improving our ways of working and

meeting all applicable legal and other requirements.

We will ensure that this policy is communicated to all of our interested parties and supply chain.

We will also listen to and record any feedback from interested parties. If any interested parties wish to

feedback with relation to our sustainability issues, objectives or policy, please contact us on

admin@sustainableeventsltd.com

This policy is available to all staff, clients, suppliers and other interested parties and will be reviewed

annually.

Signed: 

Fiona Pelham, Managing Director 

Date: 01.04.16 

Last reviewed: 01.04.16

 



Sustainable Events Ltd, Positive Impact and Organise This (G4-3) 

Fourways House, Hilton Street, Manchester M1 2EJ (G4-5) 

Tel: 0161 273 5107 Email: admin@sustainableeeventsltd.com (G4-31)
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